Land Use Simulation of Shanghai Based on Multi-source Data Integration
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Abstract. With the continuous improvement of big data mining technology, massive and multi-source land use spatio-temporal big data began to emerge. Big data thinking plays an increasingly important role in ecological monitoring, smart city construction, public safety and support for major decisions. Taking Shanghai as an example, this paper integrates ESA CCI, GlobeLand 30 and MODIS data by voting method, and inputs MCE-CA-Markov model to obtain more accurate prediction results. This study provides a new simulation thinking, which can provide ideas for the prediction of Shanghai and other similar cities.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous progress of satellite technology and the increasing demand for production, high-resolution land use data emerge in endlessly. Massive real-time land use data are widely used in urban land use/cover classification [1,2], forest vegetation monitoring [3,4], urban impervious surface detection [5] and urban pollution detection [6]. Land use data is the basis of land use simulation, which can provide necessary information support for land use simulation. Land use classification has always been a hot topic in the field of remote sensing. Land use data classification is closely related to many factors such as sensors, image preprocessing and classification algorithms.

The classifiers of different algorithms have different sensitivities to different ground objects, and the probability of different classifiers correctly identifying the same ground object is also different, which has certain subjectivity. There are complementary advantages between different types of classifiers. Because each classifier has its own limitations, Gincinto and Roli compared the application of different classifiers in remote sensing data classification and found that 'no single classifier is omnipotent' [7]. Therefore, in addition to developing advanced classifiers with machine
learning, artificial intelligence technology, or algorithms that improve existing classifiers, integrating existing classifiers is also an effective method.

The voting method is also an application of the integration idea. It follows the principle of 'minority obeys majority'. The classification combination rule holds that the group's decision-making judgment is better than the individual's decision-making judgment, and classifies the categories with the same classification type of the most classifiers as the categories of the image pixels to be classified. The voting method can integrate the complementary information between classifiers and reduce the error of a single classifier by linearly integrating the classification results of multiple classifiers. Therefore, the results selected by voting are often more accurate than the prediction results of a single classifier.

2 Methods

2.1 Voting integration strategy

The most commonly used combination strategy in ensemble learning is the voting method. For the classification problem, each weak classifier gives its own prediction results, and then the final result of the combination is obtained by the voting method. In this paper, the absolute majority voting method is used to fuse three land use data sets based on different algorithms. If the classification results of two or more base classifiers are the same, then the classification result is considered to be the final category. If the classification results of the three data sets are not the same, it is considered that there is no classification result and it is divided into other land use. The voting strategy is shown in Figure 1:

![Voting strategy flow chart](image-url)

Fig. 1. Voting strategy flow chart
In RStudio, based on the voting strategy, the ifelse function is used to fuse the land use data of the three datasets into new data. The specific code is as follows:

```r
A <- raster("A.tif") # import raster data1
B <- raster("B.tif") # import raster data2
C <- raster("C.tif") # import raster data3

writeRaster(JC, "writeRater.ras", overWrite=TRUE) # export integrated data
```

### Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A: Algorithm</th>
<th>A: raster data 1</th>
<th>B: raster data 2</th>
<th>C: raster data 3</th>
<th>JC: Integrated data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A &lt;- raster(&quot;A.tif&quot;)</td>
<td># import raster data1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A &lt;- as.data.frame(A, xy=T) # convert the raster data1 into a list</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B &lt;- raster(&quot;B.tif&quot;)</td>
<td># import raster data2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>B &lt;- as.data.frame(B, xy=T) # convert the raster data2 into a list</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C &lt;- raster(&quot;C.tif&quot;)</td>
<td># import raster data3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>C &lt;- as.data.frame(C, xy=T) # convert the raster data into a list</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JC <- cbind(A,B,C[3]) # combines the third column of raster data1 and data2
JC <- cbind(JC,C[3]) # merge JC and the third column of data3

ColNames(JC) [3:5] <- c("A","B","C") # JC’s column 3-5 was renamed A,B,and C.

JC$JC <- ifelse(JCSA==1 & JCSC==1 & JCSC==1) # if A,B,C three columns are type1
|JC$JC==1 & JCSC==1 & JCSC!=1) | # or if both columns A and B are type1 |
|JC$JC==1 & JCSC!=1 & JCSC==1) | # or if both columns B and C are type1 |
|JC$JC==1 & JCSC!=1 & JCSC!=1) | # or if both columns A and C are type1 |
|JC$JC==1 & JCSC==1 & JCSC!=1) | # or if both columns A and C are type1 |
|JC$JC==1 & JCSC==1 & JCSC==1) | # or if both columns A and C are type1 |
|JC$JC==1 & JCSC!=1 & JCSC==1) | # or if both columns A and C are type1 |
|JC$JC==1 & JCSC!=1 & JCSC!=1) | # or if both columns A and C are type1 |

### ColNames

- **A**: raster data1
- **B**: raster data2
- **C**: raster data3

#### Fusion Strategy

- **ifelse** function is used to fuse the land use data of the three datasets into new data.

#### Voting Strategy

- **if A, B, and C are type0**:
  - `ifelse(JCSA==0 & JCSC==0 & JCSC==0)`
- **if A, B, and C are type1**:
  - `ifelse(JCSA==1 & JCSC==1 & JCSC==1)`
- **if A, B, and C are type2**:
  - `ifelse(JCSA==2 & JCSC==2 & JCSC==2)`
- **if A, B, and C are type3**:
  - `ifelse(JCSA==3 & JCSC==3 & JCSC==3)`
- **if A, B, and C are type4**:
  - `ifelse(JCSA==4 & JCSC==4 & JCSC==4)`
- **if A, B, and C are type5**:
  - `ifelse(JCSA==5 & JCSC==5 & JCSC==5)`
- **if A, B, and C are type6**:
  - `ifelse(JCSA==6 & JCSC==6 & JCSC==6)`
- **if A, B, and C are type7**:
  - `ifelse(JCSA==7 & JCSC==7 & JCSC==7)`
- **if A, B, and C are type8**:
  - `ifelse(JCSA==8 & JCSC==8 & JCSC==8)`

#### Simplified Voting

- **type0**: samples that meet the condition will be classified as type 0.
- **type1**: samples that do not meet the condition will be classified as type 1.

#### Example

- **Sample 1**: `JC$A==0 & JC$B==0 & JC$C==0`
- **Sample 2**: `JC$A==1 & JC$B==1 & JC$C==1`
- **Sample 3**: `JC$A==2 & JC$B==2 & JC$C==2`
- **Sample 4**: `JC$A==3 & JC$B==3 & JC$C==3`
- **Sample 5**: `JC$A==4 & JC$B==4 & JC$C==4`
- **Sample 6**: `JC$A==5 & JC$B==5 & JC$C==5`
- **Sample 7**: `JC$A==6 & JC$B==6 & JC$C==6`
- **Sample 8**: `JC$A==7 & JC$B==7 & JC$C==7`

#### raster data

- **raster data1**: `A.ras`
- **raster data2**: `B.ras`
- **raster data3**: `C.ras`
Perform the above code to integrate the three data sets in 2000, 2010, and 2020 respectively, and the results are shown in Figure 2:

![Integrated data](image)

**Fig. 2.** LUCC integrated data

### 2.2 Accuracy comparison

In order to pursue the optimal model performance and maximize the integration of information from multiple LUCC data products\textsuperscript{12}, this study uses the MCE-CA-
Markov model\textsuperscript{[13]} based on the voting method to simulate the future land use of Shanghai in 2030, as shown in Figure 3.

3 Results

3.1 LUCC simulation of Shanghai in 2020

Based on the three integrated land use data of 2000 and 2010, the land use change in 2020 is simulated. As shown in Figure 4, the simulated 2020 land use data is compared with the 2020 data integrated with the original data of the three data sets, and the Kappa value is 0.96. Comparing the simulation results (Fig.4) with the integrated data, the difference in construction land area is 605.00 km\textsuperscript{2}, the difference in cultivated land area is 495.00 km\textsuperscript{2}, the difference in water area is 26.00 km\textsuperscript{2}, and the difference in other land area is 91.50 km\textsuperscript{2}. Overall, the increase and decrease of construction land and cultivated land area showed a 'shift' state.
3.2 LUCC simulation of Shanghai in 2030

The land use conversion scenario of Shanghai from 2020 to 2030 is set as a continuation of the model from 2010 to 2020, and the LUCC transition probability matrix and suitability atlas from 2010 to 2020 are introduced under different voting strategies. It is predicted that in 2030, the proportion of construction land area is 45.81 %, the proportion of cultivated land area is 28.37 %, the proportion of forest land area is 0.12 %, the proportion of grassland area is 0.32 %, the proportion of wetland area is 1.35 %, the proportion of water area is 13.05 %, and the proportion of other land area is 10.98 %, as shown in Fig.5. Among them, cultivated land is mainly converted into construction land, wetland and other land, and the fastest change in area is forest land and wetland.
4 Conclusions

According to the development model of 2010-2020[14], it is expected that by 2030, the area of construction land in Shanghai will still be in a state of expansion, the area of cultivated land and grassland will decrease, the area of forest land and grassland will increase, the area of water area will remain unchanged, and the area of other land will decrease. Therefore, Shanghai should strictly control the scale of construction land, optimize the internal structure of construction land, fully consider the integrity of new projects and surrounding building layout, and establish a land use model with economic, social and ecological benefits.
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